Kickboxing to Inspire
and Challenge Kids

12 week Programme
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OVERVIEW AND PURPOSE
KICK (Kickboxing to Inspire & Challenge Kids) is a new 12
week programme that aims to improve teenager’s physical
and mental health by combining challenging youth work
activities and kickboxing techniques.
KICK was developed by South Dublin County Partnership
in response to a need for an innovative programme that
addresses rising levels in obesity, mental health issues and
anti-social behaviour among teenagers. KICK’s success is
due to a combination of facilitator experience and skills,
partnership, and drawing from tried and tested resources
such as SDCP’s Skillz4Life and Copping On- National Crime
Awareness Initiative. Contributions to programme content
has been sought from various organisations such as Foroige,
Tallaght Drugs & Alcohol Task Force and Jigsaw, Tallaght.
KICK aims to promote prosocial behaviours such as physical
fitness, positive mental health, self esteem, character
training and comradeship.

KICK Kickboxing to Inspire and Challenge Kids is a registered trade mark. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise without prior permission of the publisher.

WEEK 1
PLAY DRILLS
THEME TALK: RESPECT
Set the tone of the programme.
Encourage participation, build
confidence and enable the
development of trust.

01
03

02

SOCIAL
Ground Rules
About Me

PHYSICAL
Traffic Lights

SOCIAL
Parachute
Games

04
PHYSICAL
Play Drills
Human Xs&Os

MATERIALS:
Labels, Flipchart,
Parachute, Bibs, Hoops,
PD Equipment, Poster

05
2

CLOSE
Personal Reflection
Archery Evaluation

WEEK 2
AGILITY DRILLS
THEME TALK: COMMUNICATION
Think about different dynamics of
communication and the importance to be
listened to and to listen.

01

02

PHYSICAL
Physical Tests

SOCIAL
Coach in
the Corner

03

SOCIAL
HuuRaaah

04
PHYSICAL
Agility Drills

MATERIALS:
Blindfolds, Cones,
AD Equipment,
Hoops, Poster

05
3

CLOSE
Personal Reflection
Archery Evaluation

WEEK 3
STRENGTH &AND
CONDITIONING
THEME TALK: COMMUNICATION
Think about different dynamics of
communication and the importance of eye
contact, vocal tone & body language.

01
03

02

PHYSICAL
Strength &
Conditioning

SOCIAL
D.O.B./
Name Order

SOCIAL
Steal the
Keys

04
PHYSICAL
Technique & Pads

MATERIALS:
S&C Equipment,
Blindfolds, Bibs,
Keys, Poster

05
4

CLOSE
Personal Reflection
Archery Evaluation

WEEK 4
TECHNIQUE
&AND PADS
THEME TALK: TRUST & SELF ESTEEM
Encourage trust and explore how students see
themselves and how others see them.

01
03

02

PHYSICAL
Cardio
Gauntlet

SOCIAL
This Is Me
Circuit

SOCIAL
Trust Exercises

04
PHYSICAL
Technique & Pads

MATERIALS:
Flipchart, Markers, Poster

05
5

CLOSE
Personal Reflection
Archery Evaluation

WEEK 5
TECHNIQUE
&AND PADS
THEME TALK: ANTI-BULLYING
Explore what bullying is and how to safely stand
up to it and keep cool. Encourage students to
talk to someone they trust.

01
03

02

SOCIAL
Bully Dogs
Charge

SOCIAL
Riot Central

PHYSICAL
Technique
& Pads

04
PHYSICAL
Breathing Techniques

MATERIALS:
Hoops, Kick Pads,
Poster

05
6

CLOSE
Personal Reflection
Archery Evaluation

WEEK 6
STRONG MAN
THEME TALK: POWER
Discuss that there are consequences for
the decisions we make and promote empathy
with victims.

01

02

PHYSICAL
Strong Man

SOCIAL
Victim Cards

03

PHYSICAL
Who has
the Power?

04
PHYSICAL
Technique & Pads

MATERIALS:
Victim Cards, WHTP
Card, Poster

05
7

CLOSE
Personal Reflection
Archery Evaluation

WEEK 7
KICKS
THEME TALK: RIGHT & WRONG
Begin the discussion about ‘right’ and ‘wrong’
and challenge students about these.

01
03

02

SOCIAL
Everyone has
Rights

PHYSICAL
Kicks

SOCIAL
Attitudes
to Crime

04
PHYSICAL
Technique & Pads

MATERIALS:
EHR Cards,
ATC Cards, Poster

05
8

CLOSE
Personal Reflection
Archery Evaluation

WEEK 8
FOOT WORK
THEME TALK: RIGHT & WRONG
Session about knife crime awareness and
challenge gender stereotypes.

01

02

PHYSICAL
Foot Work

SOCIAL
Knife Facts
Circuit

03

SOCIAL
Gender
Statements

04
PHYSICAL
Technique & Pads

MATERIALS:
Flipchart, Markers, KF
Card, GS Card, Poster

05
9

CLOSE
Personal Reflection
Archery Evaluation

WEEK 9
SLIPS
AND ROLLS
THEME TALK: DRUG SENSE
Provide accurate information regarding drug
and alcohol use.

01

02

PHYSICAL
Slips & Rolls

SOCIAL
Drug Tests

03

SOCIAL
Drunk Busters
Goggles

04
PHYSICAL
Technique & Pads

MATERIALS:
Flipchart, Markers,
Quiz, Poster

05
10

CLOSE
Personal Reflection
Archery Evaluation

WEEK 10
SPARRING
DRILLS
THEME TALK: LEADERSHIP
Opportunity to plan, lead and deliver a session
to the group.

01

02

PHYSICAL
Sparring Drills

SOCIAL
Student-led
Sessions
Glove Catch

03

SOCIAL
Student-led
Sessions
Traffic Lights

MATERIALS:
Students Evaluations,
Poster

04
PHYSICAL
Technique & Pads

05
11

CLOSE
Personal Reflection
Archery Evaluation

WEEK 11
SHADOW
SPARRING
THEME TALK: FUN
Don’t take yourself too seriously, work hard,
play hard!

01
03

02

PHYSICAL
Shadow
Sparring

SOCIAL
Human
BattleShips/
Ropes

SOCIAL
Human
Hungry
Hippos

MATERIALS:
Balloons, SkateBoards,
Fitness Ropes, Poster

04
PHYSICAL
Physical Tests

05
12

CLOSE
Final Evaluation
Archery Evaluation

WEEK 12
SKILLS DEMO
CELEBRATION!!
Showcase skills learned
during the KICK programme

01

02

INTRODUCTION
& WELCOME

MARTIAL ARTS
EXHIBITION

03

04

SKILLS
DEMONSTRATION

INTER-CLUB IRON
MAN CONTESTS

05
13

AWARDS/CERTIFICATES

14

Parachute
Games

Coach in the
Corner

HuuRaaaahh

2

2

About Me

1

1

Respect
Getting to know
each other

Ground Rules

1

Communication
Listening skills /
importance of eye
contact

Communication
Listening skills /
clear and concise
directions

Respect
Getting to know
each other

Respect
Getting to know
each other

Objective

Wk Activity

Get students to form a circle. Ask two students to enter the middle of the circle and
wear blindfolds. One student must try and catch the other student by listening to the
sound of their voice. Both students move around the circle and when the catcher says
‘Huu’ the other student must say ‘Raah’. When caught swap students.

Design obstacle course and break into pairs. Take turns guiding partner to the end of
the course with one student blindfolded. No physical contact allowed. Swap places
and repeat.
Variation: Coach/Fighter scenario-coach directs the fighter through the course while
other students distract them. Main aim to get students to think of the dynamics of
communication.

Parachute Tag/Shark Attack/Cat & Mouse. High energy games that encourage
cooperative play. Youtube for more ideas.

(Curry scenario) Encourage students to take as many squares of toilet roll as required.
Chief instructor should go first. Share one piece of personal information with every
square taken. This game gives everyone a chance to participate, build confidence and
enable the development of trust and openness.

Set the tone of the programme from the very beginning. Communicate that Respect
is at the core of KICK and that any skills learned during the programme are strictly
not for use on the streets. Ground Rules can be done with a discussion/flipchart a
contract/student-led etc whatever form is favoured by the coaches/group.

Notes

KICK FACILITATOR NOTES FOR SOCIAL GAMES
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Riot Central

Trust Exercises

4

5

This Is Me
Circuit

4

Bully Dogs
Charge

Steal the Keys

3

5

Communication
Non verbal skills

Date of Birth/
Name Order

3

Bullying
Recognise bullying
is not acceptable
within the group and
in everyday life

Bullying
Explore the different
types of bullying and
the effects it has on
young people

Trust & Self Esteem
Build trust with
peers

Trust & Self Esteem
Promote a positive
sense of self

Communication
Non verbal skills /
body language

Objective

Wk Activity

Ask one student to stand in the middle of a small circle. Students in the circle all
have Kick pads and ‘rush’ the student in the middle for 30 seconds (low impact). Aim
of the game is for the student to stay on their feet and hold their ground. Make the
connection of what it is like to be bullied and strategies to use such as staying cool,
talking to someone you trust and rising above etc.

Adapt Bull Dogs Charge game. Bully calls out a ‘victim’ and the victim calls on their
peers for support. If caught stand in the hula hoop and students can release the
victim, by giving them a high 5. Main aim is to convey the message to talk to an adult
they trust. Discuss how kickboxing principles and ethos helps to deal with bullying.
Additional resources online.

Examples: Trust Chair, Trust Run, Fall Back & Trust Circle. Youtube for more ideas.

Talk about self in a fun, descriptive and non-threatening way. Place flipchart with
statements at each circuit. Place answers on chart at end of each station. Only use
positive language.

Blindfold one student and sit on a chair in the middle of the hall with the keys in a bowl
underneath. Arm the student with a bib to ‘swipe’ at potential thieves. Students must
try steal the keys without being hit by the bib. This game encourages listening skills
and light movement.

Ask students to get in order of their date of birth starting from January and ending
with December without speaking. Emphasise the importance of eye contact, gestures
and body language. Repeat with students getting in order by name starting with A and
ending with Z. Early leaders begin to emerge.

Notes
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Knife Facts
Circuit

Gender
Statements

8

8

Everyone has
Rights

7

Attitudes to
Crime

Who has the
Power?

6

7

Power
Discuss the concept
of power and how it
feels to be a victim

Victim Cards

6

Right & Wrong
Challenge gender
stereotypes

Right & Wrong
Provide accurate
information about
knife crime

Right & Wrong
Explore ideas of
‘right’ and ‘wrong’

Right & Wrong
Promote
understanding about
people’s rights

Power
Explore how we
perceive different
positions of power in
our communities

Objective

Wk Activity

Place “Agree “and” Disagree” at opposite ends of the room. Read out statements from
the Gender Statements Card and ask students to run to what statement they agree
with. Students can choose middle ground and allow peers to convince then where to
go. There is no right or wrong answer. Promote discussion among students

Use this activity to highlight the risks and consequences of carrying a knife. Place
flipchart with Knife Facts questions at each circuit. Students place answers on the
chart at the end of each station. Answers revealed at the end of the activity. More
resources on www.noknivesbetterlives.com

Place “Agree “and” Disagree” at opposite ends of the room. Read out statements form
the Attitudes to Crime Card and ask students to run to what statement they agree
with. Students can choose middle ground and allow peers to convince then where to
go. There is no right or wrong answer. Promote discussion among students

Place “Agree “and ”Disagree” at opposite ends of the room. Read out statements from
the Everyone has Rights Card and ask students to run to what statement they agree
with. Students can choose middle ground and allow peers to convince then where
to go. There is no right or wrong answer and everyone has the right to freedom of
speech.

Ask students to line up beside one another at one end of the room. Give each student
a Power Card and ask them not to share with anyone else. Read out the Power Card
questions. For every question, if the answer is ‘yes’ then take one step forward. If the
answer is ‘no’ then do not move. Look at where everyone is the room at the end of the
questions and ask them to tell the group who they were. Discuss

Place “Victim” and “Not a Victim” at opposite ends of the room. Read out statements
form the Victim Cards and ask students to run to what statement they agree with.
Students can choose middle ground and allow peers to convince them where to go.
Anyone can be a victim and it does not mean that they are weak or bad in anyway.

Notes
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Celebration

12

Student-led
Sessions

10

Games

Drunk Busters
Goggles

9

11

Drug Sense
Provide accurate
information
regarding drug and
alcohol use

Drug Tests

9

Skills Demonstration

Games
Work hard, play
hard!

Leadership
Opportunity to lead
an activity with
peers and instructors

Drug Sense
To experience how
alcohol effects of
bodies

Objective

Wk Activity

Celebration of the KICK programme. Parents and guardians of students invited to see
students showcase what they have learned. Students participate in physical tests,
skills demonstration and sparring drills. Certificates awarded.
Suggestion: Invite other martial arts clubs to showcase different forms/skills.

Use this week to play high energy, fun games and encourage students not to take
themselves too seriously.
Suggestions: Human Battleships/ Human Hungry Hippos. Use Youtube examples.

Nominate students to think of an activity they liked during the previous weeks and
ask them to lead it with their peers. Students will need to call on all skills learned in
previous weeks such as respect, communication, self esteem, and inclusion to deliver
an activity. Support, praise and encouragement should be offered throughout this
session. Suggestions: Glove Catch/Traffic Lights

Create a simple obstacle course. Allow students complete the course. Give students
the Drunk Buster Goggles and repeat the same course. Allow students use all of the
coloured goggles. Main aim is to allow them experience how alcohol affects their
ability to do simple tasks

Use this activity to focus on how all substances we take into our body have an effect
on us. Place flipchart with quiz questions on the wall. For each quiz question, assign a
physical test (i.e. as many kicks in 30 seconds). Place answers on the chart at the end
of each test. Answers revealed at the end of the activity.

Notes

THIS IS ME
If your bike could talk,
what would it say about you?

If your phone could talk,
what would it say about you?

What positive thing do
you think your teacher
would say about you?

If your mirror could talk,
what would it say about you?

If you could give advice
to your younger self,
what would you say?

What positive thing would
your friends say about you?

What would the person
you most admire say about you?

What would your KICK
coaches say about you?
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VICTIM CARDS
A 12-year-old male, is going to a
Shamrock Rovers match, wearing
his teams’ colours. He was warned
by some of his mates that there
would be trouble at the match. On
his way there, he meets a gang of
rival supporters. They beat him up

An elderly man, living alone,
complained to the Gardai about
young people making noise in
the street at night. Several young
people in the area now break his
windows, steal his milk, and throw
rubbish through his letterbox

A 10-year-old is knocked off his
bicycle by a 15-year-old driving a
stolen car. He’s now in a wheelchair

A 14-year-old comes home from
school, lets himself into the house
with his key and discovers the
house has been burgled. His Play
Station is gone.

The family pet escaped onto the
road and has been killed

An elderly lady is trying to cross
the street at a busy junction. She
is approached by 2 teenage girls.
1 of them takes her by the arm,
the other grabs her handbag and
pushes her to the ground. No one
comes to her assistance

You cycle to the shop to buy milk.
When you come out of the shop
you discover your bike has been
stolen

A 15-year-old gets into a stolen car
which crashes. S/he is killed

* Resource adapted from
Copping on Manual (National
Crime Awareness Initiative)
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POWER QUESTIONS
Do people listen to you?

Are you respected in your local
community?

Are you always able to pay your
bills on time?

Are you able to have a drink in your
local pub?

Do you like yourself?

Are you welcome in the community
you live in?

Do you feel that you are able to
make choices about how you live?

Are you able to go out with your
friends wherever you like?

Did you enjoy your education?

Would you find it easy to get a job?

Do you feel safe where you live?

Can you kiss your partner in
public?

At the end of the exercise, students will be in different places in the
room. Facilitate a discussion based on the following:
• Who were you?
• What were the things that affected whether or not you moved? E.g.
money, status, education, ethnicity, being different, other people’s
attitudes
• How does it feel to be where you are?
* Resource adapted from
Copping on Manual (National
Crime Awareness Initiative)
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PEOPLE CARDS
A Syrian refugee, recently
arrived in Ireland

A twenty year old female
medical student

A drug user
who is HIV positive

A young male traveller

A farmer

A lone parent with three children
under ten years of age

A gay man

An ex-prisoner, recently
released from Mountjoy

A Garda

A seventeen year old girl whose
mother is the local G.P.

A thirty year old male
who is wheelchair bound

A drug dealer

A priest
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EVERYONE HAS RIGHTS
Violence is always wrong

Learning Irish is a waste of time

If someone gets on my nerves or
hurts me in some ways it’s OK to
give them a kicking

Boys and girls should be equal

Every building should have
wheelchair access especially
schools

Irish people are accepting/nice to
people from other countries

People who come to Ireland should
learn to do things our way

The saying ‘women and children
first’ is wrong, it should be
‘everyone for themselves’

NOTE: We all have certain rights, simply because we are
human. Human rights apply to all people, everywhere,
without exception. It is important we do not use our
rights to undermine the dignity of others.

* Resource adapted from
Copping on Manual (National
Crime Awareness Initiative)
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ATTITUDES TO CRIME
The Gardai are only out to cause
hassle for people

People rob because they are poor

It’s ok to rob people if they can
afford it

Rules are made to be broken

The world would be a better place
if there were no drugs

All weapons should be banned

Fighting is OK, as long as it’s not
beating up old ladies

People use drugs to forget their
problems

Prisons should be much stricter/
nicer places

We should bring back the death
sentence

NOTE: Try to avoid getting into discussions about what
is ‘right’ and ‘wrong’, simply highlight the fact that we
have different ideas about right and wrong. Use the group
members to challenge each other; constantly throw the
discussion back to them, with ‘what does anyone else
think?’, ‘does anyone disagree?’ etc.
* Resource adapted from
Copping on Manual (National
Crime Awareness Initiative)
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SHARP FACTS
1.

What will happen you if you are caught with a knife?
Possession of a knife carries a prison sentence of up to 5 years even if it’s not used.

2.

Is self-protection a reasonable excuse for carrying a knife?
If you are caught with a knife it doesn’t matter if it was for your own protection or
you were carrying it for someone else - you will be arrested and prosecuted. Selfprotection is not a reasonable excuse for carrying an offensive weapon.

3.

What is an ‘offensive weapon’?
The legal definition of an offensive weapon includes anything intended to be used
to harm another person, like a sharpened comb. It’s also illegal to carry a ‘disguised
knife’ - anything with a concealed blade or sharp point that’s made to look like an
everyday object (like a pen, cigarette lighter or lipstick).

4.

Is there a ‘safe place’ to stab someone?
There is no ‘safe place’ to stab someone. Get stabbed in the heart and you can lose all
of your blood in one minute. But a wound in the arm or the leg can still kill and young
people have died from wounds to the leg because an artery was severed.

5.

Who does knife crime affect?
Knife crime can affect anyone, not just people in gangs. Innocent bystanders can get
caught in the middle of other people’s disputes and suffer trauma, serious injuries or
worse.

6.

Can a Garda Stop and Search you?
The Gardai can - and do - stop and search anyone they think is carrying a weapon.

7.

Is there any reasonable excuses to carry a knife?
It’s illegal to carry a knife or offensive weapon in a public place without a reasonable
excuse. Reasonable excuses include those who need them for work, like fishermen or
carpet fitters, but this only applies while they’re actually at work.

8.

If you are with someone who injures or kills someone with a knife, are you
innocent?
Even if it’s not you who does it, if someone is injured or killed by a knife in your
presence you could be sent to prison for murder or attempted murder in what is
referred to as ‘joint enterprise’.

Adapted from ‘Sharp facts’
www.noknovesbetterlives.com
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SHARP FACTS
9.

Can you buy a knife in a shop?
It’s illegal for shops to sell knives to anyone under 18 and buying a knife under the age
of 18 is an offence. This includes kitchen knives and even cutlery.

10. What is the most common weapon used in the killing of young people?
Knives are the most common weapons used in killings of young people. By carrying
a knife, you are much more likely to get stabbed yourself as situations involving
weapons can quickly get out of control.
11. Can you travel if you have a criminal record?
If you have a criminal record you might not be accepted into a college or university,
get a job, or travel to some countries, like the USA, Canada or Australia.

Adapted from ‘Sharp facts’
www.noknivesbetterlives.com
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GENDER STATEMENTS
All men are aggressive

All women are weak

Men shoudn’t talk about their
feelings

Women love to gossip

It is very difficult for a man not to
be the breadwinner in a family

Most women prefer to stay at
home and mind the children

Men brag about their sex lives

Women only have sex to hang on
to her man

It’s embarrassing to see a man cry

Women don’t like taking risks

NOTE: Where do we learn what is expected of us as men
and women? Do these images of men and women help us
to grow, or limit our personal development?

* Resource adapted from
Copping on Manual (National
Crime Awareness Initiative)
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DRUG QUIZ
1) The most commonly misused
drug in Ireland is…

2) Most drug users make first
contact with drugs through…

Cannabis
Alcohol - Answer
Cocaine
Heroin

Through drug dealers
Through friends - Answer
Accidently
On their own

3) Most people die each year in
Ireland as a result of…

4) Cannabis/Weed can stay in the
body up to…

Alcohol
Tobacco - Answer
Heroin
Cocaine

2 days
1 week
1 month - Answer

5) A cold shower or a cup of coffee
will sober a person up who has
been drinking…

6) Alcohol is a…

True
False - Answer

Stimulant drug
Depressant drug - Answer
Hallucinogenic drug

7) On average how long does it
take your liver to break down one
pint of beer…
2 hours
1 hour - Answer
4 hours

* Contributed by Tallaght
Drugs Education Initiative,
Foróige
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Meet the team

KICK was developed in 2016 by Joy
O’Shaughnessy (South Dublin County
Partnership) and Karl Flynn (Red Rhino
Kickboxing Club). Special thanks to James
McGuirk who assisted with programme
development and delivery

